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aspiringoccultist wrote:
https://youtu.be/vRunUkdkK8s
look at this cancer. they want to ignite a race war

Netflix is great and all and looks like our favorite next Jewish hollywood while it pretends as always that it's not hollywood while it's literally as jewish as hollywood.

Many young kids will watch this but as we know Netflix also glamorized suicide and led to a most recent suicide epidemic in the United States with the show "13 Reasons" that started making children kill themselves because it was cool and glamorous.

For those who do not know, Athena is the name of the famous Greek Goddess. Every abomination jews do, they have to desecrate the Gods into this. Athena is the Goddess of universal balance, scale, warfare, and above all Justice. They are using this here for both blasphemous reasons and for confusion reasons.

It is a bit difficult to ascertain what this is at first glance. Is it a wake up call to the European people done by a smart director, who shows them what chaos is going to erupt in Europe just because of stupid reasons? Not very likely.

"An eventful masturbation fantasy of the jewish people again aired on Netflix for all to see, our latest series blaspheming the Goddess of the Goyim, Athena."

This is basically another mindwashing predictive programming from Netflix for our fellow consuming slaves, so Netflix can finally grow into the trillions of dollars while providing you all with the finest brainwashing to kill yourselves and destroy your Nations.

In this, the poor oppressed persecuted weak and peaceful and loving and awesome, filled with all the divine supreme Arabic and Black "minority" in France that we have imported in the gorillions and chanted in our Torah that would invade France [amen goy], goes bananas for gib's and muh Nation that I just invaded is mine, because they were Kangz and because another Kang died the other day.
We know jews killed many Non White and White kangz with the erm...experimental medical practices we recently done, but this was Donald Drumpf's mistake.

Just keep in mind if 1 kang dies even if he does every crime imaginable, they wuz innocent and shit and that this must incur a social destruction that kills everyone in a country, or at least, so our Rabbis masturbate for it to happen.

Only if you Goy would respond to this like that, your race might have survived, white goy. However you are busy attacking your Clergy and your people everyday as Rabbi Shmuel curses you all to do. Do not forget to pay for a million Netflix subscriptions but do not donate to JoS because that is a very big sin.

If JoS succeeds then our plot might be exposed and also Gentiles might stop being fake Kangz and Goyim, and might become spiritual people with a mind and not NPC drones. This is very dangerous to our agenda goy, so make sure to never do anything like that. Had to put this in goy as a disclaimer because a Rabbi had a dream the other day he was gassed 60 trillion times and this made him feel a little bad. He never had this dream anyway we just say this because the Holocaust Sells. Anyway don't donate there and gibs Netflix subscriptions and we all good.

Back to our movie now.

After a evil White Satanic cop kills one of "them", their own "race", "brother" and all the rest of the forbidden words Whites cannot use, they decide to take it all back and go into a permanent rage mode and cause civil war in France.

Nazi Whites holocausting criminals and evil and kaneevil, persecute the Wuz Kangz and the two clash in a never ending warfare because we jews brainwashed the first into We Wuz Kangz and the latter to be cucks that accept all sorts of attacks in their own homeland. Jewish media sets ablaze the hate and Netflix adds the salt and pepper, so that we can create race war in Europe, hehe.

If you are Arab or Black and thinking that France has been good to you or is your home, stop thinking this evil Racist thinking and instead go kill some other races, will you? Just not jews because we got holocausted by the evil nazis and 60 billions of us died in this, remember? If you do not remember it's because it never happened but stay on focus here and watch Netflix series Athena until your primal urges to kill Whites are off the roof.
Even if France housed you for decades and made tens of millions of people upgraded and most blessed human beings, one has to resist peaceful co-existence with Whitey.

That's because goy it's integral that we destroy Whitey Civilization if Jerusalem and Israel is to rise, as the Torah states. So because of this our racial compatriots made a movie that you brainless goyim can watch and go kill one another now.

The immaculate and moral characters of the jewish masturbation porn movie, all of them engineers, neurosurgeons, rocket scientists, after 2-3 generations of living like French people, suddenly decide it's time because Rabbi Nathanael launched a big Torah Curse, to revolt against the Whitey authorities.

If you ask why we allow none of these engineers, neurosurgeons, coding geniuses, and rocket scientists in Israel, it's because Israel is only for those with a verified jewish DNA test. We export the drugs to you, we do not do them. You do that, we stay clean goy. Heh.

Rabbis are very joyous in the background as Arabs will kill Whitey, exactly as predicted in the Soferei Torah and exactly as Rabbi Shmuel predicted.

Rabbis get heart attacks as they think that Arabs might return educated from France and deny the mental virus of Islam, it gives them nightmares, because it reminds them of Nimrod and other Babylonian kings who might buttfuck Israel. So please focus in that a Kang died in the movie and hate whitey because Jews are innocent ok?

It's important to focus only on KANGZ incidents and not the fact you live in a great Western civilization because this might make you want to protect it. Forget about this goy we are the ones causing the work of “God". You just enjoy the fruit of this great movie. So here's what happens next.

The evil white goys keeping the law in their own country are cucked by the Supreme Alpha Brown Invaders in an ever cucking game, where they show them who has the biggest ballz avenging their racial brothers while the native Whites cannot do anything because Jews like Emmanuel Macron bring 10 millions of Rapefugees in France per year while telling them they should accept this and that Wakanda will be built on France.

Whitey gets their ass beat and supreme justice prevails with many people dead, and the great Caliphate erases its flag above the ruins of the Ancient Greek temples of Napoleon Bonaparte.
A Rabbi faps his little willy somewhere in the background, and projects his wet dreams to all of you in Netflix. After his most recent success in making children die in the series 13 Reasons glorifying suicide, he cannot resist the urge to promote an epic of race warfare, filled with racism and to spread phobias and race wars to the Gentiles, while he himself stays safe in Israel where not a single black or non Jew is allowed to state.

Lastly, all goys that are watching this, stay away from Hitler and things like this who told you merely like Napoleon to safeguard your culture, and please allow jews to destroy everything so that we will enter the stone age again so the jews can enslave you and brain chip you for Co-Vid and climate change all in peace.

A must watch 10/10, oy vey... You must wa... one moment, some one is knocking the door. Who could it be again?"

*Wild man with Mustache appears*

"oy vey n00000000000000"